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SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS
Early evidence suggests electoral reforms in California are associated with an
ideological shift in the State Legislature, toward the center.
Since the introduction of top-two primaries and independently drawn district
lines, the Legislature is becoming more moderate and less polarized.
Since the reforms took effect:
— Senators and Assembly members are more moderate overall, and
— Polarization between the two parties, as demonstrated by an analysis of
members’ votes, has been reduced by 15 percent in the Assembly and 10
percent in the Senate.
During the same time period, polarization between the parties has increased
in the U.S. Congress.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Legislator voting in the California Assembly and the California Senate is examined in two time
periods. The first time period is based on legislative roll calls in 2011, before the Citizen’s Redistricting Commission (CCRC) issued its district maps and before the top-two primary was used;
the second time period is based on legislative roll calls in 2013, after the electoral reforms were
used in the 2012 elections.
By comparing legislator voting records before the electoral reforms (pre-August 2011) and
after the electoral reforms (2013), we can see whether the Legislature in office following the
implementation of the reforms changed relative to the Legislature before the reforms were
implemented.

Political polarization in the Assembly
Political polarization has gone down in the Assembly when comparing commonly accepted political science measures of polarization in 2013 to those of 2011, before the CCRC’s redistricting
maps were released and the top-two primary was first used.
s 4HE MEDIAN !SSEMBLY MEMBER IS MORE MODERATE POST REFORM THAN PRE REFORM
s 4HE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE MEDIAN LEGISLATORS OF BOTH POLITICAL PARTIES HAS SHRUNK POST REFORM
when compared to the pre-reform 2011 period. Polarization between the two parties in the
Legislature has been reduced by 15 percent on the ideological polarization scale.
s 7HILE BOTH PARTIES MOVED AWAY FROM THE EXTREMES IN THE !SSEMBLY MOST OF THE REDUCTION
in the ideological polarization gap occurs on the Democratic side.

Political polarization in the Senate
Political polarization has also gone down in the Senate when comparing the post-reform
measures of polarization in 2013 to the pre-reform 2011 measures.
s 4HE MEDIAN SENATOR IS MORE MODERATE POST REFORM THAN PRE REFORM
s 4HE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE POLITICAL PARTIES IN THE 3ENATE HAS GONE DOWN POST REFORM BUT
not as much as the polarization gap was reduced in the Assembly. Polarization between the
two parties in the Senate has been reduced by 10 percent on the polarization scale.
s $EMOCRATS IN THE 3ENATE MODERATED FROM  TO  (OWEVER MANY OF THE  2EPUBlican Senators moved to the right in 2013 relative to the Republicans serving in 2011. Even
though Senate Republicans moved rightward, many Democrats moved toward the center
enough to offset the Republican rightward shift. Thus, the polarization gap between the
parties was reduced.
s 4HIS RIGHTWARD SHIFT AMONG 3ENATE 2EPUBLICANS IS EXPLAINED IN PART DUE TO THE FACT THAT
there are so few in 2013. The most heterogeneous and electorally competitive districts are
now represented by Democrats, while Senate Republicans almost all hail from districts with
strong Republican constituencies.
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Contrast with U.S. Congress
Meanwhile, research shows that ideological polarization between the parties has increased in the U.S.
Congress during the time period in which we show it has declined in the California State Legislature.

New legislators in 2013 are more moderate than continuing incumbents,
and there are more new legislators in 2013 than in the previous years
The post-reform election ushered in a large number of new members. In the first elections in which the
top-two primary and CCRC’s districts were used, 38 of 80 Assembly members elected were new, and 9 of
the 20 Senators in seats up for election were new. In the Assembly, new members are more moderate than
returning incumbents.
s 3IXTEEN OF THE NEW !SSEMBLY MEMBERS ELECTED IN  CAME FROM DISTRICTS WHERE THE INCUMBENTS
WERE DEFEATED OR CHOSE NOT TO RUN AGAIN %XCLUDING TERM LIMITED SEATS THESE NEW MEMBERS MAKE
up 27.6 percent of the Assembly in 2013. This 27.6 percent exit rate in 2012 is 10 percentage points
higher than the rates of incumbent voluntary exits and defeats during the years in which the 2002
legislature-drawn redistricting map was used.
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s 4HREE !SSEMBLY INCUMBENTS LOST IN  &ROM  TO  NO !SSEMBLY INCUMBENTS LOST REELECtion. In 2002, two Assembly incumbents were not reelected. None of the new Senators elected in
2012 defeated incumbents, consistent with high incumbent reelection rates in the Senate between
2002 and 2010. A larger percentage of Senators voluntarily exited the Senate in 2012 than in the
2002 to 2010 period.

The top-two reform and same-party general elections
One feature of the top-two primary is that two Democrats may face one another in the general election;
or two Republicans may oppose one another in the general election. These same-party general elections
occurred in districts with lopsided registration favoring one party. Obviously, pre-reform, the general election contests were always Democrats versus Republicans.
s !S PREDICTED BY ADVOCATES OF THE TOP TWO SYSTEM !SSEMBLY GENERAL ELECTIONS FEATURING TWO $EMOcrats running against one another tended to elect more moderate legislators than districts with a
$EMOCRAT 2EPUBLICAN GENERAL ELECTION CONTEST (OWEVER 2EPUBLICAN AGAINST 2EPUBLICAN CONTESTS
in the Assembly did not, and there were too few instances of same-party general elections in the
Senate to analyze.
In general, this analysis of commonly accepted political science measures shows the Legislature was more
moderate and less polarized after the implementation of the political reforms than it was before. The
reforms are associated with greater changes in the Assembly than the Senate, though both chambers differ
between the pre- and post-reform periods.
7HILE PROMISING TO REFORMERS SEEKING TO REDUCE IDEOLOGICAL AND PARTISAN POLARIZATION THE RESULTS SHOULD
be interpreted with caution. It is difficult to determine the causal effect of electoral reforms on California
with these data. The redistricting commission and the top-two primary were two reforms introduced at
the same time, so it is difficult to distinguish which of these reforms had a greater effect. In addition to
these two reforms, other changes have occurred over the same period: the removal of the Legislature’s
supermajority vote requirement for budget measures, external political factors such as increases in independent expenditures in legislative races, and demographic and partisan changes among the states’ voters.

INTRODUCTION: CALIFORNIA’S NEW ELECTORAL REFORMS
The initiative process was created by progressive reformers a century ago. Just a few short years
AGO TWO MAJOR POLITICAL REFORMS WERE PASSED BY #ALIFORNIA VOTERS THANKS TO THE INITIATIVE )N 
and 2010, California voters passed ballot propositions that changed the electoral laws of the state
in dramatic ways. One of these new laws changed the process for legislative redistricting. It gave
power to redraw the lines to an independent commission, the California Citizens’ Redistricting Commission (CCRC). Redistricting occurs after each decennial census, and the first CCRC
redistricting map was drawn for the 2012 elections. Previously, members of the State Senate and
Assembly were responsible for redistricting, which meant that state legislators were responsible for
redrawing their own district lines.
The second new law changed the system of primary elections. The new law requires that all
candidates of all political parties compete against one another in a first-round election, and the
top-two vote-getters in the primary move on to face one another in the general election. All voters, regardless of party affiliation, can participate in both the primary and general election votes;
and candidates of the same party can advance to the general election.1 Previously, voters from one
party chose one candidate to be the nominee from that party to face the other party’s nominee in
the general election; and only the general election was open to all voters. This new primary law
was first implemented for the 2012 elections.
This pair of political reforms — a citizens’ redistricting commission and the top-two primary –
HAD THE POTENTIAL TO UPEND #ALIFORNIAS POLITICS BY MAKING THE STATES LEGISLATIVE ELECTION OUTCOMES
more unpredictable than in recent memory. Proponents of redistricting reform favored removing
the Legislature and the state’s political parties from the redistricting process. The previous redrawing of the lines by the Legislature in 2002 was dubbed the “incumbent protection act” (Nagourney
2012), as few incumbents who ran for reelection lost their seats following the redistricting. The
Citizens’ Redistricting Commission, in 2012, was by law not to consider incumbency as a consideration in redrawing lines.
Policy advocates of the top-two primary were interested in altering the primary system in order
TO SHAKE THINGS UP AS WELL 0ROPONENTS OF THE TOP TWO PRIMARY HOPED THAT THE REFORM WOULD MAKE
some legislative races less safe, thereby increasing electoral competition for state legislative elections. In 2012, following the adoption of these reforms, legislative “races were more competitive
than in recent years” (McGhee and Krimm 2012). Reform proponents hoped that the electoral
changes would also lead to changes in the California Legislature.
This research report assesses whether the California State Legislature has changed ideologically in
the period following the implementation of the top-two primary and the redistricting commission.
Did California’s state legislators moderate following the implementation of the redistricting commission and top-two primary reforms? Is the Legislature less polarized across the two parties since
the reforms have been implemented? I examine roll-call voting in the California Assembly and
Senate in 2011 (prior to the electoral reform implementation) and in 2013 (post-electoral reform
implementation). The findings suggest that the California State Legislature is more moderate in
the period after the top-two primary and redistricting commission districts were implemented.2
The moderation appears to be greatest in the Assembly and among Democratic legislators. In
addition, new members of the Legislature and those elected in same-party general elections were
more moderate than returning incumbents and those elected in a general election where candidates of different parties faced one another.
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ADVOCACY AND SCHOLARLY PERSPECTIVES: ARE REFORMS
ASSOCIATED WITH LEGISLATOR MODERATION?
One of the professed goals of those advocating for both redistricting reform and the top-two
primary was to change the ideological profiles of those elected to the California Legislature
(Sinclair 2013). Proponents of the top-two primary “argue that if voters could cross over to support candidates from other parties, moderate candidates could build winning coalitions of their
own parties’ moderates and crossover supporters.” (McGhee 2010).
Research prior to the implementation of California’s 2012 reforms found mixed results in
regards to whether legislators moderate due to similar reforms in other settings. During CaliFORNIAS EXPERIMENT WITH THE BLANKET PRIMARY THERE IS SOME EVIDENCE OF LEGISLATOR MODERATION
DURING THE YEARS IN WHICH THE BLANKET PRIMARY WAS USED !LVAREZ AND 3INCLAIR  "ULLOCK
AND #LINTON   /THERS ARGUE THAT LEGISLATOR OR CANDIDATE MODERATION IS MORE LIKELY TO OCCUR
in open primary systems than in closed systems, as candidates will have incentives to appeal to
ALL PARTISAN AND NONPARTISAN VOTERS #AIN  :HANG   (OWEVER OTHERS lND THAT OPEN
primaries generally have less of an impact on legislator behavior than expected by reformers,
POLITICAL SCIENTISTS AND POLICY SCHOLARS -C'HEE ET AL  "ULLOCK AND #LINTON  
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)N REGARDS TO #ALIFORNIAS TOP TWO PRIMARY SOME ARGUE THAT IT IS LIKELY TO RESULT IN MORE MODERate legislators. Sinclair (2013, 7) states that “for proponents of primary election reform interESTED IN REDUCING PARTISANSHIP THE TOP TWO REMAINS ONE OF THE FEW LIKELY CHOICESv )N SOME
instances, he finds that voters in California Assembly elections in 2012 chose slightly more
moderate candidates due to the structure of the primary (Sinclair 2013, Ch. 5). Depending
upon the number of candidates running, the candidates’ political positions, and the extent
of moderation among voters, the top-two primary could pull a winning candidate toward a
relatively more moderate position. The top-two primary presents a structure in which political
parties may not always be able to coordinate on one candidate, thus giving an opportunity to a
CANDIDATE WHO WOULD NOT BE LIKELY TO WIN IN A CLOSED PRIMARY SETTING )NDRIDASON  
Similarly in regards to redistricting reform, little research has systematically examined the role
of independent redistricting commissions on legislator behavior, mostly due to the fact that few
large states have used these commissions until recently. Policy advocates of redistricting reform
argue that independent commissions will upset the status quo in the Legislature, and in so doing the result may be more moderate legislators less tied to their political parties’ leaders. Some
SCHOLARS HAVE BEEN LESS SANGUINE ARGUING THAT REDISTRICTING IS LIKELY TO PLAY A SMALL IF ANY ROLE IN
LEGISLATOR IDEOLOGY EG -ASKET 7INBURN AND 7RIGHT  -C#ARTY 0OOLE AND 2OSENTHAL
2009). Others have found that “neutral” redistricting plans (such as those drawn by commisSIONS CAN DISRUPT THE SAFETY OF INCUMBENTS 9OSHINAKA AND -URPHY  ,INDGREN AND 3OUTHwell 2013), in part because many incumbents choose not to run again in unfriendly, redrawn
DISTRICTS 9OSHINAKA AND -URPHY   /THERS lND REDISTRICTING GENERALLY DISRUPTS ELECTORAL
security and increases legislator turnover (Ansolabehere and Snyder 2011). If incumbents lose or
choose not to run again due to a new redistricting map, then the redistricting commission may
indirectly be associated with ideological changes in the Legislature if new legislators are more
moderate than departing legislators. McCarty, Poole, and Rosenthal (2009) find that membership replacement of old legislators with new legislators is associated with changes in legislator
ideology, though they argue this is not the result of gerrymandering.

The research on the effect of primaries and redistricting on legislator behavior is focused mostly on
the U.S. Congress and on time periods prior to the adoption of California’s new electoral reforms.
No one has examined the association between California’s top-two primary, the districts drawn by
the California Citizens’ Redistricting Commission in 2012, and the behavior of legislators in office.
The research that exists on the effect of the top-two primary and/or the redistricting commission
IN #ALIFORNIA EXAMINES POLICY POSITIONS TAKEN BY CANDIDATES DURING THE  CAMPAIGN +OUSSER
Phillips, and Shor 2013; Sinclair 2013), and not the roll-call choices made by those in the Legislature. This report is the first to examine legislator roll-call voting to assess the extent of ideological
moderation after the implementation of the electoral reforms.

COMPARING LEGISLATOR VOTING AND IDEOLOGY PRE-REFORM
AND POST-REFORM
I examine legislator voting in the California Assembly and the California Senate in two time periods. The first time period is based on floor roll calls in 2011 before any political reforms had been
implemented, and the second time period is based on floor roll calls in 2013.3 In August 2011, the
California Citizens’ Redistricting Commission (CCRC) legislative district maps were released. The
top-two primary system was used for the first time in 2012. By comparing legislator voting records
before these electoral reforms ( January through July 2011) and after the electoral reforms (2013),
we can see whether the Legislature elected following the implementation of the reforms changed
RELATIVE TO THE ,EGISLATURE BEFORE THE REFORMS WERE IMPLEMENTED &OR THE   ,EGISLATURE ) DO
not examine roll calls held after August 2011 or in 2012 as the new districts were announced at this
point, and thus legislators were positioning and re-positioning their roll calls given those new lines.
Pre-August 2011 and 2013 (after the elections) provide the cleanest comparison.
I examine all roll calls cast during these two periods to construct an individual ideology measure for
each legislator in both 2011 and 2013. The legislator ideology measures are estimated using an algorithm called NOMINATE (Poole and Rosenthal 1997). This and similar methods of estimation
have been used to scale the ideology of the U.S. Congress, U.S. state legislatures, and legislatures
OUTSIDE OF THE 53 EG "ERTELLI AND 'ROSE  -ASKET 7INBURN AND 7RIGHT   7RITING IN
the Washington Post (ARE 0OOLE AND 2OSENTHAL  EXPLAIN THAT ./-).!4% SCORES hMEAsure legislators’ liberal-conservative positions using their roll call voting records.” In addition, the
NOMINATE algorithm and its estimates of legislator ideologies have been covered in the popular
press when assessing the extent of political polarization in the U.S. Congress (e.g., Ellenberg 2001;
(AIDT AND (ETHERINGTON   &OR MORE INFORMATION ) SUGGEST THE INTERESTED READER VISIT +EITH
Poole’s web site (voteview.com/blog).
7E APPLY THE ./-).!4% ALGORITHM TO ALL ROLL CALLS AND LEGISLATORS IN THE #ALIFORNIA ,EGISLATURE
IN THE TWO TIME PERIODS DISCUSSED ABOVE 7ITHIN EACH LEGISLATIVE CHAMBER THESE IDEOLOGY ESTIMATES
are comparable over time. A legislator serving in 2011 can be compared to herself in 2013 to see if
she moderated or became more extreme following the reforms. This legislator’s ideology can also
be compared to other legislators, thus allowing for an analysis of overall ideological change toward
moderation or extremism over time in the entire legislature. The ideological scale ranges from -1 to
+1 with -1 being the most liberal point on the scale, and +1 being the most conservative. Moderate
legislators are located closer to zero than to the extreme values of -1 or +1.
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POLITICAL POLARIZATION IN THE CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE
BEFORE AND AFTER THE ELECTORAL REFORMS
Using these legislator ideology scores, I examine the extent of ideological polarization in the California Legislature before the reforms were implemented (2011) and following the reforms (2013).

Political polarization in the Assembly
Political polarization has been reduced in the Assembly when comparing commonly-accepted
political science measures of polarization in 2013, after reform, to 2011, before the CCRC’s
redistricting maps were released and before the top-two primary was used.
Typically, political scientists examine polarization in a legislature by examining the location of
pivotal members of the legislature. One pivotal member of a legislature is the decisive legislator
ON THE CHAMBER mOOR )N THE #ALIFORNIA !SSEMBLY THIS WOULD BE THE ST OF  MEMBERS WHEN
ALL  MEMBERS ARE ORDERED BY THEIR LEFT RIGHT IDEOLOGY 4HIS PERSON IS PIVOTAL BECAUSE  VOTES
are needed minimally in order for a roll call to pass.5 Political scientists refer to the decisive
floor member as the floor median.
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Figure 1: California Assembly, Median Legislator Ideology
Assembly 2013 (Post-Reform)
Assembly 2011 (Pre-Reform)
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The x-axis is the legislator ideology score. The full scale ranges from -1 to +1, and scores closer to
-1 are more liberal.
&IGURE  SHOWS THE LOCATION OF THE MEDIAN !SSEMBLY MEMBER IN  COMPARED TO  2ECALL
that these members’ ideologies are estimated based on their roll-call records, and the scale
ranges from -1 to +1, with -1 being the most liberal and +1 being the most conservative. In the
!SSEMBLY THE DECISIVE LEGISLATOR ON CLOSE ROLL CALLS THE ST OF  MEMBERS IS MORE MODERATE
post-reform than pre-reform. On all roll calls in 2011 prior to implementation of the reforms,
THE MEDIAN !SSEMBLY MEMBER WAS LOCATED AT A FAIRLY LIBERAL POSITION OF  )N  ONCE THE
reforms were implemented, the median Assembly member was located at -0.5. This is still a relatively liberal position, though more moderate than in 2011. Based on this measure, the Assembly has moderated over the space of nearly 25 percent of the left side of the ideological scale (-1
is most liberal, and if 0 is considered most moderate). The Democrats gained seats in the 2012
Assembly elections, but many of these gains came in districts that elected moderate members to
the Assembly. The result is that the median legislator is still liberal, but has moved toward the
center following the implementation of the redistricting and top-two primary reforms.

Figure 2: California Assembly, Polarization between the Democratic and
Republican Parties
Assembly 2013 (Post-Reform)
Assembly 2011 (Pre-Reform)
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The x-axis is the distance between the median Democratic Assembly member and the median Republican Assembly member. Larger values indicate more polarization, and the scale ranges from 0 to 2.
The other measure commonly used by political scientists to measure legislative polarization is the
polarization gap between the two major political parties in a legislature. Using the same ideology
estimates described above, the distance between the Democratic party median legislator and the
2EPUBLICAN PARTY MEDIAN LEGISLATOR IS USED TO EXAMINE LEGISLATIVE PARTISAN POLARIZATION &IGURE 
shows this polarization gap in the Assembly in both the 2011 period and the 2013 period.
4HE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE PIVOTAL MEMBERS OF BOTH PARTIES HAS SHRUNK POST REFORM WHEN COMpared to the pre-reform 2011 period. In 2011, the Democratic-Republican polarization gap in
the Assembly was 1.7. In 2013, this polarization gap (the distance between Democratic median
LEGISLATOR AND THE '/0 MEDIAN LEGISLATOR WAS  4HE MAXIMUM POLARIZATION SCORE IS  IF EVERY
Republican voted together on every bill and every Democrat voted together on every bill, the
polarization score would be 2), thus showing a meaningful decline in polarization in the Legislature from 2011 to 2013. Polarization between the two parties in the Legislature has been reduced
by 15 percent of the ideological polarization scale.

Political polarization in the Senate
Political polarization has also gone down in the Senate when comparing the post-reform measures of polarization in 2013 to the pre-reform 2011 measures. I estimated Senators’ ideologies
based on their roll-call records. Like with the Assembly analyses, the scale ranges from -1 to +1,
with -1 being the most liberal and +1 being the most conservative.

Figure 3: California Senate, Median Legislator Ideology
Senate 2013 (Post-Reform)
Senate 2011 (Pre-Reform)
-0.5 -0.45 -0.4 -0.35 -0.3 -0.25 -0.2 -0.15 -0.1 -0.05
The x-axis is the legislator ideology score. The full scale ranges from -1 to +1, and scores closer to
-1 are more liberal.

0
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4HE #ALIFORNIA 3ENATE HAS  MEMBERS AND ONLY  SEATS WERE UP FOR REELECTION IN  BEcause of the Senate’s staggered terms. In the Senate, the floor median – or the decisive legislator
ON ROLL CALLS n IS THE ST OF  MEMBERS ON THE LEFT RIGHT IDEOLOGICAL SCALE !S SHOWN IN &IGURE
3, the median legislator is more moderate post-reform than pre-reform. In 2013, the median
legislator was at -0.08 on the left-right ideological scale, while in 2011 the median legislator
HAD AN IDEOLOGICAL SCORE OF  "ASED ON THIS MEASURE THE 3ENATE HAS MODERATED OVER THE
space of over 30 percent of the ideological scale.
As with the Assembly, I also examine the distance between the two political parties in the
California Senate in 2013 (see Figure 4). The distance between the political parties in the Senate
HAS SHRUNK POST REFORM WHEN COMPARED TO THE PRE REFORM  PERIOD BUT NOT NEARLY AS MUCH
as the polarization gap was reduced in the Assembly. This is not as surprising as only 20 of the
3ENATES  SEATS HAD ELECTIONS IN  4HE $EMOCRATIC 2EPUBLICAN POLARIZATION GAP IN 
WAS  AND THIS GAP BETWEEN THE PARTIES SHRUNK TO  IN  4HE MAXIMUM POLARIZATION
score is 2. Polarization between the two parties in the Senate has been reduced by 10 percent of
the polarization scale.

Figure 4: California Senate, Polarization between the Democratic and
Republican Parties
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Senate 2013 (Post-Reform)
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The x-axis is the distance between the median Democratic senator and the median Republican
senator. Larger values indicate more polarization, and the scale ranges from 0 to 2.
It is clear that polarization has dropped in both the Assembly and the Senate, though the greatest reduction in party polarization has been in the Assembly.

Figure 5: U.S. Congress, Polarization between the Democratic and
Republican Parties
US Senate 2013
US Senate 2011-12
US House 2013
US House 2011-12
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The x-axis is the distance between the median Democratic legislator and the median Republican
legislator. Larger values indicate more polarization, and the scale ranges from 0 to 2.

1.2

Polarization in Congress
To assess whether this reduction in party polarization may be a national trend, I also examined the
POLARIZATION GAPS IN THE 53 (OUSE AND 53 3ENATE BETWEEN THE TH #ONGRESS   AND
the first year of the 113th Congress (2013). Using Poole and Rosenthal’s ideological estimates of
the U.S. Congress (available at voteview.com), we can see that ideological polarization between
THE TWO PARTIES IN THE 53 #ONGRESS HAS NOT SHRUNK DURING THIS TIME 6 !S &IGURE  SHOWS THE GAP
BETWEEN THE PARTIES HAS GROWN IN THE 53 (OUSE AND IN THE 53 3ENATE DURING THE SAME TIME
period in which the ideological gap between the parties in California has declined. Elections to
THE 53 (OUSE ARE CONDUCTED IN DISTRICTS DRAWN AS SPECIlED BY EACH STATES LAWS WITH MANY REDIStricting plans drawn by state legislatures), while the U.S. Senate is of course not redistricted due
TO THE CONSTITUTIONAL REQUIREMENT OF TWO 3ENATORS PER STATE &EW STATES OTHER THAN #ALIFORNIA HAVE
a primary nomination system similar to California’s top-two primary. Given the trends in Congress toward more ideological polarization between the parties, it appears that California is going
against the grain with a reduction in polarization in 2013.

THE EXTENT OF MODERATION IN THE CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE
7HILE THE MEDIAN #ALIFORNIA LEGISLATOR IS MORE MODERATE IN  RELATIVE TO  AND PARTY
POLARIZATION LEVELS HAVE SHRUNK WHAT ABOUT THE REST OF THE #ALIFORNIA !SSEMBLY AND #ALIFORNIA
Senate? If one examines the entire distribution of legislators in the California Assembly and
Senate, is there more moderation in legislator ideology? To answer this question, I examine
moderation scores for all legislators in both chambers.
! WAY TO MEASURE MODERATION IN THE ,EGISLATURE IS TO LOOK AT THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF THE IDEOLOGY
estimates presented above. Recall that the ideology scale ranges from -1 to +1 with -1 being the
MOST LIBERAL AND  BEING THE MOST CONSERVATIVE )F WE TAKE THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF THESE SCORES
extreme scores are closer to 1 and moderate scores are closer to 0. These measures of legislator
moderation are also based on all legislators and all roll calls held prior to August 2011 (prereform) and in 2013 (post-reform).

Ideological change in the Assembly
The distribution of Assembly members’ roll-call voting records were more extreme in 2011
before the citizens’ redistricting map was released and before the top-two primary was implemented than the roll-call voting records of Assembly members in 2013.
4HIS IDEOLOGICAL MODERATION MEASURE WHICH RANGES FROM  TO  IS DISPLAYED IN &IGURE A FOR ALL
LEGISLATORS VOTING IN THE PRE REFORM  !SSEMBLY !S CAN BE SEEN IN &IGURE A NO LEGISLATOR
HAS A VALUE LOWER THAN  PRIOR TO THE REFORM IMPLEMENTATION AND MOST LEGISLATORS ARE QUITE
extreme, with ideology scores near 0.7 to 0.9 on the 0 to 1 scale.
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In 2013, following the implementation of the political reforms, the Assembly has more moderATE LEGISLATORS 7HILE THERE ARE STILL LEGISLATORS AT THE EXTREME CLOSE TO  THERE ARE NOW LEGISLATORS
across the entire scale. Some legislators are near 0 and quite moderate. In general, comparing
THE DISTRIBUTION OF LEGISLATORS IDEOLOGIES IN &IGURE A AND &IGURE B THE ENTIRE !SSEMBLY HAS
moved to a somewhat more moderate position in 2013 relative to the pre-reform 2011 moderation scores.

Figure 6a: Pre-reform legislator ideological extremity, California Assembly
members (2011 roll calls)
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Figure 6b: Post-reform legislator ideological extremity, California Assembly
members (2013 roll calls)
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Ideological change in the Senate
When examining the entire group of legislators serving in the State Senate in 2011 and 2013,
there are more moderate Senators in 2013 than there were moderate Senators serving in prereform 2011.

Figure 7a: Pre-reform legislator ideological extremity, California Senators
(2011 roll calls)
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Figure 7b: Post-reform legislator ideological extremity, California Senators
(2013 roll calls)
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&IGURES A AND B SHOW THE OVERALL MODERATION OF LEGISLATORS IN THE #ALIFORNIA 3TATE 3ENATE IN PRE
reform 2011 and in 2013. In 2011, there were both moderate and more extreme Senators, but the
majority of Senators were closer to the extreme end of the scale than the moderate portion of the
scale. In 2013, this situation reversed as the California Senate had a larger proportion of Senators
THAT WERE MORE MODERATE THAN EXTREME &OLLOWING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE POLITICAL REFORMS
there were more moderate State Senators in California than in the previous pre-reform period.
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Figure 8a: Pre-reform legislator ideological extremity on Cal Chamber-rated
roll calls, Assembly members (2011)
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Figure 8b: Post-reform legislator ideological extremity on Cal Chamber-rated
roll calls, Assembly members (2013)
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In addition to these measures of moderation on all roll-call votes, I also examined moderation
among legislators on the California Chamber of Commerce ratings of individual legislators.
4HE #AL #HAMBER RATES LEGISLATORS ON ROLL CALL VOTES THAT IT DEEMS PRO BUSINESS ,IKE THE MODeration measure above, I rescaled the Cal Chamber ratings of legislators so that they measure
moderation.7 The most moderate legislators receive a score of 0 and the most extreme are at
 4HE RESULTS OF BOTH THE !SSEMBLY AND 3ENATE WHEN JUST LOOKING AT LEVELS OF MODERATION
on Cal Chamber votes reinforce the findings shown above for general legislator ideology (see
Figures 8a, 8b, 8c, 8d).

0

Figure 8c: Pre-reform legislator ideological extremity on Cal Chamber-rated
roll calls, California Senators (2011)
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Figure 8d: Post-reform legislator ideological extremity on Cal Chamber-rated
roll calls, California Senators (2013)
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WHICH LEGISLATORS MODERATED? DIFFERENCES BY POLITICAL
PARTY AND CHAMBER
The full legislature moderated in 2013 relative to 2011, but what about within each political
party? Democrats gained a supermajority of both legislative chambers in the 2012 elections.
Thus, it is possible that most of the moderation comes from the Democratic party because the
few remaining Republican legislators represent conservative constituencies, while Democratic
LEGISLATORS ARE NUMERICALLY MORE LIKELY TO REPRESENT MORE IDEOLOGICALLY HETEROGENEOUS CONSTITUENcies. On the other hand, the moderation observed above may be across both parties.
To assess differences across parties, Table 1 displays the mean ideology ratings for Democratic
and Republican Assembly members in the first two columns, and for Democratic and Republican Senators in the last two columns. In the Assembly, both Democrats and Republicans were,
on average, more moderate in 2013 than they were in 2011. Democrats most notably shifted
toward the center by a fairly large margin, but Republicans only moved very slightly.8

Table 1: Average Ideology Score for Democratic and Republican Legislators
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Time period

Democratic
Assembly Members

Republican
Assembly Members

Democratic
Senators

Republican
Senators

Pre-reform 2011

-0.78

0.82

-0.62

0.55

Post-reform 2013

-0.55

0.80

-0.20

0.76

The ideology scale is from -1 to +1, and liberal ideologies are closest to -1 and conservative ideologies
are closest to +1.
In the Senate, Democrats became more moderate in 2013, but Republican Senators did not. Of
THE  3ENATORS THERE WERE ONLY  2EPUBLICANS SERVING IN THE 3ENATE IN  #ONTRARY TO THE
trends found in the Assembly and with the Democrats in the Senate, most of the 12 Republican
Senators moved to the right in 2013.
This result is possibly explained by how well the Democrats fared in the Senate after the 2012
elections. In 2013, Republican Senators almost universally represent districts with very low
percentages of Democratic voters – and most Republicans in the Senate in 2013 were not newly
elected in 2012. In contrast, Democratic Senators (post-2013) represent a wider range of districts and a significant number were newly elected in 2012. Some of the newly-elected Democratic Senators represent districts in which the Democrats do not have a substantial electoral
edge. This means that the mean Democratic Senator ideology may have shifted due to a few
KEY PICKUPS IN DISTRICTS WHERE CONSTITUENTS ARE NOT PARTICULARLY PARTISAN 4HUS $EMOCRATIC 3ENAtors moderated while Republican Senators became more conservative.

NEW MEMBERS AND SAME-PARTY GENERAL ELECTION CONTESTS ARE
ASSOCIATED WITH MODERATION
The post-reform election ushered in a large number of new members, particularly in the Assembly. In the
first elections in which the top-two and CCRC’s districts were used, 38 of 80 Assembly members elected
are new and 9 of the 20 Senators in seats up for election are new. McGhee and Krimm (2012) note that
“the new districts…altered the electoral landscape, leading many incumbents to pass on reelection….”
To assess whether these post-reform 2012 departures were larger than previous elections, Table 2 shows
data on incumbent voluntary exit or involuntary loss from the Assembly from 2002 to 2012. If redistricting in 2012 made reelection more disruptive for Assembly members, some of the legislators may choose
TO SEEK OTHER OPPORTUNITIES OR WOULD LOSE REELECTION AND THESE RATES OF EXIT FROM THE !SSEMBLY WOULD BE
higher than in earlier years (excluding term-limited legislators who have no choice but to leave).
Table 2 suggests that legislator turnover in the Assembly, unrelated to term limits, was higher in 2012
than it has been in the past 10 years, including during the last legislative-drawn redistricting (in 2002).
A little more than 27 percent of incumbents in 2012 exited the Assembly by choice or by defeat (16 total
Assembly members of the 58 who were not term limited). Three Assembly incumbents lost in 2012 and
thirteen Assembly incumbents voluntarily chose not to run for reelection in 2012. The percentage of
incumbents who exited for reasons unrelated to term limits was also fairly high in some years (greater
THAN  PERCENT IN   AND  BUT LOW IN OTHERS LOWER THAN  PERCENT IN    )N THE
previous redistricting period in 2002, 18.6 percent of incumbents lost or voluntarily exited the chamber.
(OWEVER THIS NUMBER IS ALMOST  PERCENTAGE POINTS LOWER THAN THE EXIT RATE IN  4HIS SUGGESTS THAT
the 2012 commission redistricting map may have been more disruptive to incumbents than the 2002
legislative-led redistricting map, even though both redistricting periods resulted in a reasonably large
number of incumbent departures. Similarly, Table 2 shows the percentage of incumbents who lost of
those incumbents who ran for reelection. In 2012, this number was 6.7 percent (3 incumbents lost out
OF  INCUMBENTS RUNNING FOR RE ELECTION  &ROM   NO INCUMBENT LOST RE ELECTION )N 
THE YEAR THE LEGISLATIVE DRAWN REDISTRICTING MAP WAS lRST USED  PERCENT  OF  RE ELECTION SEEKING
incumbents failed to win.

Table 2: Turnover in Assembly, Excluding Term Limited Legislators, 2002 to 2012
% incumbents who lose or exit
but are not term limited

% incumbents who lose of those
who ran for reelection

2012

27.6%

6.7%

2010

16.1%

0%

2008

7.1%

0%

2006

13.7%

0%

2004

9.7%

0%

2002

18.6%

4.2%
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Table 3 displays the same data for the Senate from 2002 to 2012, showing the percentage of
Senators who have left the Senate for reasons other than term limits (loss or voluntary exit) and
THE PERCENTAGE OF LEGISLATORS WHO HAVE ONLY LOST RE ELECTION TO THE 3ENATE )N   PERCENT
of incumbents chose to voluntarily exit the Senate, though none of them lost reelection. Three
3ENATORS OF  WHO WERE NOT TERM LIMITED CHOSE NOT TO RUN FOR REELECTION
Table 3 also shows that in 2002, the first election after the legislative-led redistricting, no
incumbents exited the Senate if not term limited and no incumbents lost reelection. Between
 AND  THERE WERE SOME EXITS FROM THE 3ENATE BUT VERY FEW INCUMBENTS LOST /NLY ONE
incumbent senator of the 10 who ran for reelection lost in 2008 (10 percent).
Table 3 displays the exits and losses of Senators in percentage terms as this allows for comparaBILITY ACROSS YEARS IN WHICH DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF LEGISLATORS FACE TERM LIMITS (OWEVER UNLIKE THE
Assembly, which has 80 seats up for reelection every two years, the number of seats up for reelection every two years in the Senate is only 20. Thus, large differences in percentages may only
be a numerically small difference in terms of the number of Senators and thus caution should be
TAKEN WHEN DRAWING CONCLUSIONS FROM 4ABLE  GIVEN THE SMALL TOTAL NUMBER OF 3ENATORS UP FOR
reelection in any given year.

Table 3: Turnover in Senate, Excluding Term Limited Legislators, 2002 to 2012
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% incumbents who lose or exit
but are not term limited

% incumbents who lose of those
who ran for reelection

2012

21.4%

0%

2010

16.7%

0%

2008

10.0%

10.0%

2006

0%

0%

2004

9.1%

0%

2002

0%

0%

7HILE THE 3ENATE DATA ARE BASED ON SMALL SAMPLE SIZES 4ABLE  MAKES CLEAR THAT A LARGE PERCENTage of Assembly members exited in 2012, the first year in which the redistricting and top-two
reforms were implemented. Because of this, I conducted additional analyses comparing the ideology scores of newly-elected legislators with returning incumbents. These additional analyses
show that newly-elected Assembly members in 2012 are more moderate than the continuing

incumbents, even after controlling for the underlying partisanship of the district and other factors.9 This implies that the top-two and/or redistricting may have played a role in electing more
new moderates to the Assembly, inasmuch as these political reforms hastened the exit of some
incumbent legislators. In the Senate new members were not more moderate than longer-serving
members, though with staggered terms in the Senate there were fewer new members than in
the Assembly. This observational relationship between membership replacement and changes to
legislator ideology is somewhat consistent with McCarty, Poole, and Rosenthal’s (2009) findings in Congress in regards to legislator replacement.10
In these other analyses, I also examined an outcome unique to the top-two primary reform that
can occur in some districts.11 One feature of the top-two primary is that two Democrats may
face one another in the general election; and two Republicans may also oppose one another in
a general election. These outcomes generally occurred in districts with lopsided registration
favoring one party. Obviously, pre-reform, the general election contests were always Democrats
versus Republicans. In the Assembly, Democrats who won in 2013 by beating another Democratic candidate in the general election were more moderate than legislators facing the more
traditional general election with a different-party opponent. Republican-against-Republican
general election contests in the Assembly did not yield a difference compared to different-party
general election contests. In the Senate, only 2 of the 20 contests resulted in a same-party general election, and thus there are not enough cases to analyze. Just over 20 percent of all Assembly general-election contests had two candidates of the same party face one another.
Examples of this phenomenon include the 2012 race in the overwhelmingly Democratic 50th
Assembly district in coastal L.A. County. The top-two vote getters were incumbent Assembly
member Betsy Butler and challenger Richard Bloom. Both were liberal candidates, but Bloom
was perceived as just somewhat more moderate than Butler in a survey of the district’s voters
during the 2012 election (Sinclair 2013). Bloom beat Butler by a small margin, and he benefited
from voters who were more moderate than both candidates. According to the ideology scores
ESTIMATED ABOVE "LOOM IN  AND "UTLER IN  WERE BOTH LIBERAL LEGISLATORS (OWEVER
Bloom’s roll-call voting record was somewhat less liberal in 2013 than Butler’s voting record was
IN  "LOOM WAS AT  AND "UTLER WAS AT  ON THE  TO  ./-).!4% IDEOLOGIcal scale. In another Assembly district, the 10th, Michael Allen faced Marc Levine in the general election. Both are Democrats, though incumbent Allen ran as a pro-union Democrat and
Levine ran as a more business-friendly Democrat with support from the California Chamber of
Commerce.12 Levine won the election, even though the district is overwhelmingly Democratic
(Democratic registrants are a majority of the district and the district gave Obama over 75 perCENT OF THE VOTE IN   )N  ,EVINE SUPPORTED THE #AL #HAMBER IN  PERCENT OF VOTES
which is high for a Democratic legislator. In contrast, Allen supported the Cal Chamber in only
 PERCENT OF VOTES IN  4HIS SUGGESTS THAT EVEN IN LOPSIDED ONE PARTY DISTRICTS THE TOP TWO
primary may have an impact toward moderation when the two final candidates share the same
party affiliation.
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CONCLUSION
The California State Legislature was more moderate and less polarized after the implementation of the electoral reforms than it was before the reforms were adopted and used. This
increased moderation and reduced polarization was shown in both the California Assembly
and Senate. Of course, I caution that it is obviously difficult to determine the causal effect of
political reforms on California with these data. The redistricting commission and the top-two
primary were two reforms introduced at the same time, so it is difficult to distinguish which of
these reforms had the greatest effect on changing legislative politics in California. In addition to
these two political reforms, other changes have occurred concurrently: institutional reforms such
as the removal of the supermajority vote requirement for budget measures in the Legislature,
external political factors such as increases in independent expenditures in legislative races, and
demographic and partisan changes among the states’ voters.
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It is also important to note that while the California Legislature is more moderate in 2013 than
it was in 2011 prior to the implementation of the top-two and redistricting reforms, the Legislature is still left-leaning. This is not surprising given the impressive showings the Democratic
party garnered in recent elections. The State Legislature in 2013 is more Democratic than it has
BEEN IN SOME TIME AND IT IS STILL QUITE LIBERAL COMPARED TO MANY OTHER STATES LEGISLATURES 7HILE
still a liberal state legislature in 2013, ideological polarization has been reduced between the
political parties. In addition, no matter how measured, the Legislature is more moderate in 2013
THAN IN  #ALIFORNIAS LEGISLATORS HAVE BROKEN THE TREND TOWARD INCREASING POLITICAL POLARIZAtion both nationally and in California prior to 2012.
More research should be conducted examining whether these trends toward moderation will
continue in California, and exactly what factors are most important in influencing these trends.
It is clear that the Legislature is somewhat less polarized and more moderate than it was prior
TO THE ADOPTION OF THE REFORMS (OWEVER THESE DATA ARE OBSERVATIONAL &UTURE WORK SHOULD ATTEMPT TO EXAMINE CAUSAL LINKS BETWEEN REFORMS AND LEGISLATOR BEHAVIOR VOTER BEHAVIOR INTEREST
and advocacy group choices (perhaps using experimental tests that approximate the institutional
reform changes in the laboratory, in surveys, or gathered using deliberative focus groups of
voters). Did the electoral reforms change behavior at the voter level, thus changing legislator
behavior? Did interest groups change their endorsement strategies in favor of more moderate
candidates because advocates expected that the reforms would elect these candidates?
! LARGE NUMBER OF LEGISLATORS CHOSE NOT TO RUN FOR RE ELECTION IN  &UTURE WORK SHOULD ASsess what motivations affected individual legislator choices, particularly the role of the newlyREDRAWN DISTRICTS ANDOR THE TOP TWO PRIMARY 7ERE THOSE WHO RAN IN OPEN SEATS AND WON MORE
moderate because they believed moderate candidates had a better chance of winning in the new
electoral system? Did the reduction in influence of the political parties in the top-two primary
and from the redistricting process give newly-elected legislators more of an opportunity to
defect from their party leadership once elected?

In addition, other forms of legislative behavior beyond roll-call voting (Grose 2011) and in
states outside of California should also be studied. California only recently changed its electoral
laws with the adoption of the top-two primary, and it will be interesting to examine how the
new primary rules affect candidate, legislator, and voter behavior in future elections. Any conclusion regarding moderation observed in the Legislature in 2013 must be tempered until we
SEE MORE DATA ACROSS MORE YEARS OF LEGISLATURES -C'HEE   )N ADDITION IT WILL BE INTERESTing to see how the next round of redistricting via the Citizens’ Redistricting Commission plays
out, and how that may impact the California Legislature after 2022. The state implemented
major reforms to it electoral system during the 2012 elections, and this is just the first examination of how the state’s politics may be changing going forward. As always, California is on the
cutting edge of political and electoral reform and only time will tell how those changes affect
THE STATES POLITICS AND POLICY MAKING

1

Both voters registered with a political party and those registered as decline-to-state can participate in the
primary election, choosing among the same menu of candidates.

2

7HILE THERE IS EVIDENCE THAT THE ,EGISLATURE MODERATED SINCE THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THESE REFORMS SOME
caveats are in order. Because the reforms were implemented at the same time, it is difficult to distinguish which
electoral institutional change may play the greatest role. In addition to these two electoral reforms, other
confounding political and institutional changes have also occurred at the same time.

3

) THANK 3ETH -ASKET AND *EFF ,EWIS FOR DIRECTING ME TO THE #ALIFORNIA LEGISLATIVE ROLL CALL DATA THAT ,EWIS MAKES
available on his web site.



4O MAKE THE SCALES COMPARABLE OVER TIME ) MADE IDENTIlCATION ASSUMPTIONS INCLUDING CONSTRAINING SOME
IDEOLOGICALLY CONSISTENT LEGISLATORS OVER TIME 4HE 7 ./-).!4% SOFTWARE AVAILABLE ON +EITH 0OOLES
voteview.com web site was used for estimation. I present the first-dimension ideological estimates in this report.
Please contact the author for details if interested.

5

In California, the floor median is decisive on those votes not related to tax increases. Those tax roll calls require
two-thirds of the Legislature to pass.

6

These ideological estimates are from data posted at Keith Poole’s web site, voteview.com. These estimates are
not on the same scale as the ideological estimates I created for the California Assembly and Senate. Therefore,
the scales are not directly comparable, though we can note that Congress’s polarization gap is increasing while
the California Legislature’s polarization gap is narrowing.

7

This measure is the absolute value of (50 minus a legislator’s Cal Chamber score). Cal Chamber scores range
from 0 percent to 100 percent support, so in the rescaled measure 50 would be the most extreme legislator
AND  WOULD BE THE MOST MODERATE LEGISLATOR 5NLIKE THE ./-).!4% IDEOLOGY MEASURES ) GENERATED FOR THE
California Legislature, these Cal Chamber moderation scores are not directly comparable across time so caution
in interpretation is warranted.

8

This difference is statistically insignificant for Republicans.

9

These were regression analyses associating multiple predictors with the moderation scores discussed above (the
absolute value of NOMINATE ideology scores). The full regression results are available upon request from the
author.

10

McCarty, Poole, and Rosenthal (2009) argue that gerrymandering is not associated with legislator ideology,
but find that membership replacement is. Intriguingly, in the case of the California Legislature in 2013,
MEMBERSHIP REPLACEMENT IN THE ,EGISLATURE WAS LIKELY HASTENED BY THE SPECIlC DISTRICTS DRAWN BY THE
California Citizens’ Redistricting Commission.

11

Details of these analyses are available upon request from the author.

12

“Top-two Politics.” Calbuzz HTTPWWWCALBUZZCOMTOP TWO POLITICS BIZ PLOTS BACK STORIES
BACKBITING
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